
Replacement vehicle

The service includes

The subscription can be adjusted to your needs 
and it can include:

maximum number of days per contract
maximum number of days per event
unlimited per event

The service is available also without subscription, on request, 
on a day per use basis.

SUBSCRIPTION

A replacement vehicle, in case your car is in one of the situations 
described under Service functionalities.

In the standard package, the replacement vehicle belongs to the same 
class as your own car.

On request, we can offer you a replacement vehicle from a superior 
or inferior class to that of your own car.

The replacement vehicle is insured and receives 24/7/365 assistance 
in case of emergency.



Stolen

Service functionalities 

The service is accessible via monthly subscription, 
the cost of which is included in the fleet 
management service installment.

The replacement vehicle can be requested when 
your vehicle is in one of the following situations:

In order to book a replacement vehicle, users can contact our Call Center.

In order to use this service, the driver should:

• be at least 20 years old

• have a driver's license and at least one year of experience 

• have a valid ID

The service can be used for an unlimited number of kilometers. The number of days for which it can 
be used is defined either at the time of the vehicle contracting or on request over the contract duration.

Damaged

Your benefits

Continuous mobility - your mobility is guaranteed in any situation.

Comfort - the replacement vehicle is from the same class as your vehicle.

Cost control - you don't have unforseen costs, everything is included in the monthly paid subscription.

No efforts on your side - everything is managed by us, you just ask for the service and we take care 

of the rest.

 

Stuck in service 
for any type 

of service repairs


